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Abstract
We present DiscoGeM, a crowdsourced corpus of 6,505 implicit discourse relations from three genres: political speech,
literature, and encyclopedic texts. Each instance was annotated by 10 crowd workers. Various label aggregation methods
were explored to evaluate how to obtain a label that best captures the meaning inferred by the crowd annotators. The results
show that a significant proportion of discourse relations in DiscoGeM are ambiguous and can express multiple relation senses.
Probability distribution labels better capture these interpretations than single labels. Further, the results emphasize that text
genre crucially affects the distribution of discourse relations, suggesting that genre should be included as a factor in automatic
relation classification. We make available the newly created DiscoGeM corpus, as well as the dataset with all annotator-level
labels. Both the corpus and the dataset can facilitate a multitude of applications and research purposes, for example to
function as training data to improve the performance of automatic discourse relation parsers, as well as facilitate research into
non-connective signals of discourse relations.
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1. Introduction
Discourse relations are semantic links between text
segments (Hobbs, 1979; Sanders et al., 1992). A
common distinction is made between explicit relations,
which are marked by a discourse connective such as
“because” or “however”, and implicit relations, which
do not contain a specific discourse connective. Un-
derstanding the discourse relations that hold between
segments in natural language is crucial to many NLP
applications, such as text generation, dialogue under-
standing, and question-answering systems.
Shallow discourse parsers aim to predict the sense of
the discourse relation. While parsers show good perfor-
mance on explicit relations (Pitler and Nenkova, 2009;
Lin et al., 2014; Knaebel and Stede, 2020), perfor-
mance on labelling implicit relations is significantly
lacking, with the current state-of-the-art achieving an
F1 around 64% on a four-way classification (Ji et al.,
2016; Lan et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2020; Shi and
Demberg, 2019a). Moreover, it has been shown that
the performance of parsers degrades strongly if used
on a different domain (Scholman et al., 2021). There-
fore, creating additional resources for implicit relations
in different genres is necessary. In addition, resources
on implicit relations can facilitate research investigat-
ing how implicit relations are signalled.
However, obtaining manually annotated data is a costly
and time-consuming process. To contribute to this data
collection challenge, we used a crowdsourcing method-
ology to create a corpus of 6,505 annotated inter-
sentential implicit discourse relations. We included
data from three genres to foster cross-genre studies:
political speech taken from the Europarl corpus, liter-
ary texts taken from 20 novels, and encyclopedic texts

stemming from Wikipedia. The relations are annotated
with the same annotation scheme, PDTB 3.0 (Webber
et al., 2019), which makes it possible to study genre dif-
ferences in a comparable framework (Webber, 2009).
This research effort also addresses a more theoretical
point: whether relations, and in particular implicit re-
lations, can express more than one meaning (Rohde et
al., 2016; Scholman and Demberg, 2017b). Consider
Example (1), taken from the novel Animal Farm. The
double slash represents the break between the first and
second argument.

(1) I have little more to say. I merely repeat, remem-
ber always your duty of enmity towards Man and
all his ways. // Whatever goes upon two legs is
an enemy. Whatever goes upon four legs, or has
wings, is a friend.

The second argument can be interpreted as providing
detail about the “duty of enmity towards man”, which
is an ARG2-AS-DETAIL relation. It can also be inter-
preted as the resulting interpretation of the duty, which
would be a RESULT relation. Indeed, Example (1)
received an equal number of votes for both relation
senses in the current study. Such ambiguous cases fre-
quently occur in natural language, and assigning a sin-
gle sense to those instances would not do justice to the
ambiguity of the relation. By crowdsourcing many ob-
servations per relation, we obtain a distribution of rela-
tion senses per relation that might better represent the
meaning inferred by multiple annotators.
We evaluate the results of a simple majority vote, an
item-response model that predicts a single true label
(Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014), and CrowdTruth’s
metrics (Dumitrache et al., 2018), which provide a
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“soft” label with probabilities of different relation
senses. This is a crucial step for understanding the op-
timal method to extract discourse relation labels from
crowdsourced annotations.
The main contributions of the present research are the
following:

• We present a PDTB3-style corpus of 6,505
inter-sentential implicit discourse relations and
their various aggregated labels, along with all
participant-level annotations (65,863 observa-
tions). Both the corpus and the raw dataset are
available online.1

• We examine genre differences, showing that the
distributions of implicit relation types differs
greatly between genres.

• We evaluate various aggregration methods and la-
bel types to determine which aggregated label op-
timally represents relations in our data.

2. Related work
2.1. Annotation methods
Traditionally, discourse relation annotation is per-
formed by a set of trained coders, and every item re-
ceives a label from one or two experts. The under-
lying assumption is that a pair of arguments can ex-
press a single relational sense. However, prior research
has shown that this is not necessarily the case, since
some relations tend to be more ambiguous and allow
for multiple readings (Rohde et al., 2016; Scholman
and Demberg, 2017b). This holds particularly for im-
plicit relations (Hoek et al., 2021). Enforcing a single
ground truth in discourse annotation will therefore sac-
rifice valuable nuances encoded in the relations (Aroyo
and Welty, 2013).
Rather than a single label, a distribution of labels per
relation can better capture the range of possible inter-
pretations of a relation. However, in order to obtain a
relational distribution for every item, one would need
many annotations per item, which is often not feasible
for traditional annotation projects.
Crowdsourcing can provide a solution: it gives access
to a large number of participants that can quickly pro-
vide annotations. The obtained annotations are inde-
pendent and do not rely on implicit expert knowledge.
Crowdsourcing has been used in various efforts to ob-
tain discourse relation interpretations (Kawahara et al.,
2014; Pyatkin et al., 2020; Rohde et al., 2016; Schol-
man and Demberg, 2017a). We here use a two-step
insertion method, proposed by Yung et al. (2019). In
this approach, PDTB3-relation labels are inferred from
connectives that participants insert into the text (see
Section 3).

1https://github.com/merelscholman/
DiscoGeM

In a series of crowdsourced annotation studies, Yung
et al. (2019) showed that the method can be success-
fully used to reproduce the original PDTB (Prasad et
al., 2008) and RST-DT (Carlson et al., 2003) labels for
implicit relations, and that the obtained annotations are
robust and replicable. Moreover, the method captured
the ambiguity of relations by providing a distribution
of relation senses, which more accurately represented
the relations’ true meaning.

2.2. Label aggregation
It has become common to crowdsource annotations for
various classification tasks for NLP. To deal with inter-
annotator agreement, many efforts have aggregated the
different answers into a supposedly true answer. One
common method is to obtain a silver label by taking
the majority vote as the true label; that is, consensus
is enforced by taking the label that received the most
votes for an individual item.
Such majority-based silver labels can be considered
noisy, as they do not take into consideration annota-
tor quality and biases. More advanced methods cor-
rect for this. For example, the Dawid-Skene model,
implemented by Passonneau and Carpenter (2014) and
referred to here as IRT, is a probabilistic annotation
model that uses unsupervised learning to estimate the
probability of labels for every item and coder. It adjusts
for noisy annotators and provides a “soft” label, i.e. a
probability distribution over the labels provided by the
annotators, with an estimate of a single true label.
CrowdTruth (Aroyo and Welty, 2013; Dumitrache et
al., 2018) is another method that creates a soft label
by harnessing inter-annotator disagreement. Crucially,
CrowdTruth rejects the notion that there is a single true
label for each item. This is important to discourse rela-
tion classification, as these relations tend to be ambigu-
ous. Instead of enforcing agreement between annota-
tors, CrowdTruth captures the ambiguity inherent in
semantic annotation through the use of disagreement-
aware metrics. CrowdTruth’s probability distributions
are therefore less centered on a single label than IRT’s
distributions.
In the current contribution, we will evaluate the perfor-
mance of these different metrics on discourse relation
classification, comparing the labels obtained through
simple majority crowd aggregation, Passonneau and
Carpenter (2014)’s Dawid-Skene model and Dumitra-
che et al. (2018)’s CrowdTruth 2.0 approach.

2.3. Genre and discourse relations
Text genre crucially affects the distribution of dis-
course relations (Rehbein et al., 2016; Webber, 2009).
For example, Rehbein et al. (2016) observed a sub-
stantial difference in the frequency of discourse re-
lation types between spoken and written genres, as
well as between two spoken subgenres (broadcast inter-
views versus telephone conversations). However, most
discourse-annotated data that are available come from

https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM
https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM
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EP Lit Wiki Total
No. DRs 2,800 3,060 645 6,505

Table 1: Corpus size in number of discourse relations
per genre and in total.

a few restricted genres: newspaper text (e.g., Penn Dis-
course Treebank, (Prasad et al., 2008; but see Webber
(2009)), biomedical text (e.g., BioDRB, (Prasad et al.,
2011)), and spoken text (Rehbein et al., 2016; Zeyrek
et al., 2019) (an exception is the GUM corpus, Zeldes
(2017)).
In order for NLP tools to be more robust and generally
applicable, training data from various genres and do-
mains are necessary. Scholman et al. (2021) showed
that the performance of connective identification mod-
els drops significantly when applied to genres other
than newspaper text. This likely extends to discourse
relation classification parsers. Indeed, Shi and Dem-
berg (2019b) show that training on in-domain data im-
proves performance of discourse relation parsers.
The DiscoGeM corpus addresses these gaps by includ-
ing data from three different genres: political speech
(from the Europarl corpus), literary texts (from 20 nov-
els), and encyclopedic texts (from Wikipedia). We in-
clude the speaker tags for Europarl and authorship for
the novels, to allow for investigations into inter-speaker
variation. Further, we include English text from dif-
ferent source languages (English original or translated
from German, French, or Czech). We plan to extend
the corpus with parallel annotations of these other lan-
guages, to facilitate cross-linguistic studies.
This corpus is the first to fully enable an extensive
genre analysis of implicit relation distributions. Com-
paring distributions in existing corpora has as a major
drawback that those corpora have all been annotated
by different annotators, which limits their compara-
bility. For example, the Chinese Discourse Treebank
(Xue, 2005) contains text from the same genre as the
PDTB and is annotated using the same framework, yet
the distributions of relations in these corpora are dif-
ferent. This is likely not only due to the difference in
language or in text source, but also to the different sets
of annotators.

3. Methodology
3.1. Data
Table 1 presents details on the corpus size per genre.

Europarl The Europarl genre consists of political
speech, oftentimes prepared. The nature of politi-
cal discourse can be described as more argumentative
than the other two genres included in DiscoGeM. The
relations originally uttered in English were gathered
from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), the trans-
lated English relations from Europarl Direct (Cartoni
and Meyer, 2012), which is a directional parallel cor-
pus with more available meta-data. For every source

language, the corpus contains 700 implicit relations, to-
talling 2,800 English implicit relations. However, due
to an error in sampling the English original relations,
only 296 items of the intended English original data
are verified to be English original.2

Literature This genre consists of narrative writing,
which can be described as an account of a sequence of
fictional or nonfictional events, usually in chronologi-
cal order. The literary genre will therefore likely have
a higher rate of temporal relations than the other gen-
res in DiscoGeM. The corpus contains a total of twenty
books and 160 relations per book.3 Of the 20 books,
5 were originally English and the remaining 15 were
translations (5 per source language). The online ap-
pendix contains a list of the titles of the books that were
included.

Wikipedia The Wikipedia genre is classified as writ-
ten informative (encyclopedic) texts, which explain
known facts about specific topics. This genre will
therefore likely have a higher rate of CONJUNCTION
and ARG2-AS-DETAIL relations. DiscoGeM includes
the first section (i.e. the summary) of Wikipedia texts
on a total of 69 topics. For these texts, the reference
labels were available (see Section 3.5). A maximum of
20 items per text were included in our corpus, or fewer
if there were less than 20 implicit relation candidates
in the summary. The first item of every new Wikipedia
text was presented with a note regarding the Wikipedia
entry title (“[Context: This is a text on X]”).

3.1.1. Data preparation
Implicit relation candidates were identified automati-
cally from the text files. Candidates were defined as
two consecutive sentences within the same paragraph
for which the second sentence did not contain an ex-
plicit connective in the first five words of the sentence
(determined through string match).4 We excluded rela-
tions with arguments shorter than five words or longer
than 50 words. This was done as a quality control mea-
sure; arguments longer than that tend to be demotivat-
ing to participants and therefore receive noisier labels.
Finally, for the literary genre, we additionally excluded
candidates from dialogues (i.e. “He said X. She said
Y.”). Such cases were very frequent and considered to
be less informative relations, as they are simply a nar-
ration of responses between two speakers. Had they
been included, the proportion of Temporal relations in
the novels genre would likely have been higher.
Relations were provided with additional context to fa-
cilitate the annotation. The first arguments of items

2In the Europarl corpus, a proportion of the data was un-
tagged. During sampling, we mistakenly assumed these were
English instances, but in reality they can also be translated
text. The unverified instances are marked in DiscoGeM.

3Three books did not have up to 160 candidates.
4See https://github.com/merelscholman/

DiscoGeM for the list of connectives used to exclude
candidates.

https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM
https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM
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from Europarl and literature consisted of on average
three sentences, and the second arguments of on av-
erage 2 sentences, unless the speaker ended their turn
(Europarl) or a paragraph ended (novels) after one sen-
tence. For the Wikipedia genre, the first arguments
of items consisted of all preceding sentences within
the same paragraph, and the second arguments con-
sisted of two sentences following the argument break
(i.e. Arg2 consisted of two sentences), unless the para-
graph ended after one sentence.

3.2. Task design
Participants were shown a text passage containing a
blank between two text segments. They completed two
steps for every item. In the first step, they were asked
to type in the blank a connective that they thought best
expressed the relation between the textual arguments.
They were also given the option to type nothing if they
thought no phrase could fit between the segments.
The freely inserted connectives were often ambiguous.
Consequently, it would not be possible to infer a spe-
cific discourse relation label from these free insertions.
The second step addressed this: participants were asked
to choose from a list of at most 10 connectives that
disambiguated the connective they inserted in the first
step. The selection of the connectives was determined
dynamically from their choice in the first step (see Sec-
tion 3.2.1). They could choose the none of these option
if they thought none of the given options fit.
When the insertion in the first step did not match any of
the entries in our connective bank, or when the partici-
pant typed nothing, participants were presented with a
default list of twelve connectives that that can express
a variety of relations. This list of default connectives
consisted of for example, more generally, more specif-
ically, to provide background information, in addition,
also, despite this, even though, by contrast, therefore,
subsequently, and due to.

3.2.1. Connective bank
The mapping between the free insertion in the first step
and the choices provided to the participants in the sec-
ond step stems from a connective bank. This bank was
created specifically for this method, based on existing
discourse resources. All connectives were manually
annotated for the different senses they can express. The
set of relational labels is based on the sense hierarchy
of PDTB3.5 We extensively tested the coverage of the
connective bank in pretests and earlier studies (Yung et
al., 2019), in order to capture the possible connectives
used by the participants.
The final version of our connective bank contains over
2,000 entries, which include typical discourse connec-
tives (e.g. because), variations of connectives (e.g.

5We cover each Level-3 sense in PDTB 3.0, except the
belief and speech-act relations. These relations cannot be dis-
tinguished reliably with their non-belief and non-speech-act
versions by means of the inserted connective.

Most common Most common
free insertion connective

Relation sense in Step 1 in Step 2
TEMPORAL
PRECEDENCE subsequently subsequently,
CAUSE
REASON because the reason(s) is/are that
RESULT as a result consequently,
COMPARISON
ARG2-AS-DENIER however despite this,
CONTRAST however by comparison,
EXPANSION
CONJUNCTION also in addition,
ARG2-AS-INST. for example for instance,
ARG2-AS-DETAIL in more detail in more detail,

Table 2: The connective mapping for the eight most
frequent relation types in DiscoGeM. The full list is
available in the online appendix.

largely because), combinations of connectives (e.g.
and because), frequent typos (e.g. becuase), and “al-
ternative lexicalizations” (e.g. the reason is that).
The list given in Step 2 contains connectives that mark
the relation senses that we want to distinguish as un-
ambiguously as possible. We determined these con-
nectives using Knott (1996)’s connective hierarchy and
PDTB’s connective lists. Table 2 presents the connec-
tive mapping for the eight most common type of rela-
tions in DiscoGeM; the complete list can be found in
the online appendix.

3.3. Crowdsourced annotators
We recruited participants registered on Prolific who
matched the following prerequisites: their native lan-
guage must be English, their current country of resi-
dence must be the UK or Ireland, the highest completed
education level must be an undergraduate degree, their
minimum approval rate must be 95%, their minimum
number of previous submissions must be 150.
Following Scholman et al. (2022), we first ran a selec-
tion task to obtain annotations that allowed us to eval-
uate the accuracy of the participants. This task also
contained a feedback component to implicitly train par-
ticipants: if their answer did not match the reference
label, participants were presented with an explanation
of what was expected and why that interpretation was
expected. Further, a self-selection component was in-
cluded: upon completion, participants were asked to
rate how much they enjoyed the task and if they would
like to continue. All participants that scored higher
than 50% agreement with the gold labels for this text
and indicated that they wanted to continue were in-
cluded in our pool of final participant candidates. The
standard of 50% agreement was determined as an ac-
ceptable level of agreement on this particular text in
pretests.
Of 310 participants that took part in the selection task,
199 were included in our final participant pool (mean
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age: 41 years; age range: 19-77 years; 144 female).
These participants were invited to take part in the stud-
ies. They were allowed to participate in more than one
study, with a maximum of five studies per day. Partici-
pation ranged from 1 study per participant to 41 studies
in total, with the average participant having taken part
in 17 studies.
Quality of the annotations was checked on two oc-
casions during the data collection phase. We calcu-
lated for every participant, and for every batch they
participated in, what percentage of quality checks they
passed, based on three measures: (i) provide more than
7 unique connective types per batch of 20 items in Step
1; (ii) indicate that “no connective fits” less than 5 times
per batch in Step 2; (iii) at least 25% agreement with
the reference label, if available. A score of 1 was as-
signed if they passed the check; 0 if they failed. We
then created a composite score by averaging the scores
across all batches that a participant completed. Partici-
pants who scored less than 90% on our composite mea-
sure were not invited for further studies, but their data
was included in the final dataset. In other words, we
did not exclude any data, but we did aim to retain the
best performing participants that provided the most in-
formative labels. In total, 16 participant were excluded
after the first check, and an additional 10 participants
were excluded from further participation after the sec-
ond check. The raw dataset with participant-level an-
notations contains information on the participants’ ac-
curacy scores.

3.4. Procedure
The implicit relations were divided into batches. A
batch only contained data from the same text type.
Relations within a batch were presented sequentially
(i.e. according to the original order in the text) to allow
participants to benefit from the context. Every batch
contained approximately 20 relations.
In total, we collected data for 329 batches. Data col-
lection took place in December 2021. Every batch was
completed by 10 participants.6 The task was imple-
mented on LingoTurk (Pusse et al., 2016).
Participants were awarded with 1.88 British pounds
for each batch of annotation. On average, participants
spent 20 seconds on one item. Participants could take
part in at most five batches per day. The batches that
were uploaded per day came from the different genres,
to encourage higher annotator engagement due to more
variability in text type.

3.5. Reference annotations
The reference annotations for Wikipedia texts were
available to compare the crowdsourced labels against.

627 batches contain observations from 11 participants due
to erroneous automatic list assignment and two batches con-
tain more observations because extra data was collected for a
related project.

These reference labels were created by two trained, ex-
pert annotators, and adjudicated by another annotator.
The reference annotations were done using a traditional
approach to annotation; that is, they did not annotate
using the two-step interface but rather assigned labels
directly. The annotators were allowed to annotate mul-
tiple labels per relation if they inferred more than one
sense, to properly reflect the different interpretations
that can be inferred.
The two annotators showed frequent disagreements
(60% agreement on a level three distinction; κ=.45).7

However, under the assumption that the implicit rela-
tions can often signal more than one relation sense, dis-
agreements do not necessarily reflect incorrect labels
(Aroyo and Welty, 2013). This is why a third annotator
adjudicated the two annotations to create the reference
label. Accordingly, disagreements between the two an-
notators could result in a gold label consisting of multi-
ple labels, or in the adjudicator selecting one annotation
and rejecting the other. In total, 31% of data received
a single reference label, 56% of data was labeled with
two senses, 12% with three senses and 1% with four
senses. The most frequent co-occurring senses were
CONJUNCTION and ARG2-AS-DETAIL.
For our calculations of inter-annotator agreement be-
tween the adjudicator and the two annotators, we con-
sider a partial match as agreement in order to account
for the multiple possible interpretations. The agree-
ment between the first annotator and the reference la-
bel was κ=.82 (88% agreement), and between the sec-
ond annotator and the reference label was κ=.96 (97%
agreement).

4. Results
4.1. Obtaining an aggregated label from the

crowdsourced insertions
We calculated the following aggregated labels:

• Majority-single: sense that received majority
agreement from the crowd workers. In case the
majority label consisted of more than one sense, a
single sense was randomly chosen.

• IRT-single: sense with the highest probability,
based on the Dawid-Skene model (Passonneau
and Carpenter, 2014). The model was run sepa-
rately on each genre.

• Majority-distribution: combination of all senses
that reached a threshold of 20% agreement. In
cases where no sense reached the threshold for an
instance, the single sense was assigned.

7As a general guideline, Spooren and Degand (2010) con-
sider a kappa of .7 to signal good IAA for DR annotation.
However, IAA on implicit relations is known to be lower
than on explicits, see, e.g., (Demberg et al., 2019; Hoek et
al., 2021; Kishimoto et al., 2018).
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• CrowdTruth-distribution: combination of all
senses that reached a threshold of 0.2 probabil-
ity based on CrowdTruth 2.0 (Dumitrache et al.,
2018).

The single measures speak to the traditional assump-
tion that discourse relations convey a single relational
sense, whereas the distribution measures represent the
idea that relations are ambiguous and can convey multi-
ple senses. First, we look at the distribution of relation
senses for the single measures, to determine whether
the labels show distinct patterns or biases in their label
assignment. Next, we look at the number of senses per
label for the distribution measures, to determine how
many senses a label includes when using distribution
aggregation labels.

Single measures Figure 1 displays the distribution of
relation senses across the various aggregation meth-
ods. For ease of comparison, this visualization in-
cludes the labels that received the highest probability
in CrowdTruth. The visualization indicates that the IRT
measure corrects for the prevalence of categories in the
data by assigning the two most frequently occurring
senses - RESULT and CONJUNCTION - less often. The
agreement with the reference labels will reveal whether
IRT’s prevalence correction is desired behaviour.
When looking at agreement between the majority mea-
sure and IRT, we find that the measures come to
different conclusions for some of the data (κ=.79;
%=83). A large portion of the disagreements (55%)
are cases where the majority response is CONJUNC-
TION or ARG2-AS-DETAIL, and IRT assigned a more
informative label. Note that, in many of these cases,
both senses are included in the majority distribution
and CrowdTruth distribution labels. Consider Example
(2), taken from the novel In Search of Lost Time.

(2) He’s a crafty customer, always sitting on the
fence, always trying to run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds. What a difference between him
and Forcheville. // There at least you have a man
who tells you straight out what he thinks. Either
you agree with him or you don’t.

This item was interpreted as ARG2-AS-DETAIL by
five annotators. Under this reading, the second ar-
gument provides additional detail on what the differ-
ence between “him and Forcheville” is. An additional
three annotators interpreted Example (2) as REASON,
whereby the second argument provides the reason for
the speaker uttering the first argument. The majority
response for this item is therefore ARG2-AS-DETAIL,
but both senses are included in the distribution labels.
IRT, however, assigned the highest probability to the
REASON sense, likely correcting for the prevalence of
the ARG2-AS-DETAIL relation sense.

Distribution measures Table 3 presents an overview
of the average number of senses per measure. It shows

Figure 1: Distribution of the most frequent relation
senses in DiscoGeM.

Measure Mean % single Max.
senses senses senses

Majority - distribution 2.2 20 5
CrowdTruth - distrib. 1.8 37 4

Table 3: Distribution measures information. Mean
senses: mean number of senses per label; % single
senses: percentage of data for which the distribution
measure contains a single sense; Max. senses: maxi-
mum number of senses included in one label.

that the majority distribution measure on average con-
tains more senses per label than CrowdTruth, which is
more selective given the chosen threshold of 20%.
The relation senses that co-occur frequently are sta-
ble across both measures, as shown in Table 4. This
table shows the frequency of sense combinations per
aggregation method, out of all instances that have a
label consisting of multiple senses. Some of these
combinations are not surprising: ARG2-AS-DETAIL
and CONJUNCTION are closely related relation senses,
as are ARG2-AS-DETAIL and ARG2-AS-INSTANCE,
and PRECEDENCE and RESULT. The prevalence of
the combination of CONJUNCTION and RESULT, and
ARG2-AS-DETAIL and RESULT is more unexpected,
but as Example (3) illustrates, it can in fact be quite
easy to interpret both readings for a single item.

(3) It is logical that our attention is focused on cities.
Cities are home to 80% of the 500 million or so
inhabitants of the EU. // It is in cities that the great
majority of jobs, companies and centres of educa-
tion are located.

Example (3) is taken from the Europarl genre. This
item was interpreted as CONJUNCTION by four an-
notators and RESULT by five annotators. Under the
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Frequently co-occurring senses Maj CT
CONJUNCTION & RESULT 11 13
ARG2-AS-DET. & CONJUNCTION 9 12
PRECEDENCE & RESULT 5 5
ARG2-AS-DET. & RESULT 4 6
ARG2-AS-DET. & ARG2-AS-INST. 3 4

Table 4: Most frequent senses found to co-occur (% of
number of multi-sense labels). Maj: majority distribu-
tion measure; CT: CrowdTruth distribution measure.

Aggregated measure κ % P R F1
Majority - single .55 67 .67 .49 .55
IRT - single .53 64 .64 .46 .52
Majority - distrib. .79 85 .54 .70 .58
CrowdTruth - distrib. .75 82 .69 .66 .59

Table 5: Agreement statistics per aggregated measure.

CONJUNCTION reading, the speaker presents two facts
about cities. However, one can also interpret these facts
in a causal manner: because they are home to 80% of
the inhabitants, the majority of jobs is located in cities.
Both interpretations are therefore valid, which is re-
flected in the distribution labels.

4.2. Comparing the aggregated labels with
the reference annotations

The agreement between the reference labels and ag-
gregated measures was assessed in various ways. We
calculated Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) using the in-
tersection of agreed-upon labels. We corrected multi-
label annotations to the intersecting label or otherwise
the randomly sampled label. Note that this method un-
derestimates chance agreement, because the chance of
agreeing on a sense is higher when a label contains
multiple senses. We also calculated agreement in terms
of recall, precision and F1. Precision equals the pro-
portion of true positive labels compared to the total set
of provided labels; i.e. to what extent the aggregated
label contains the reference label senses. Recall equals
the proportion of true positive labels compared to the
total set of relevant labels; i.e. whether the aggregated
measure missed any senses that are part of the reference
label. F1 is the weighted average of the two.
Table 5 presents the agreement statistics with the ref-
erence labels for Wikipedia data per aggregated label
type. These results are comparable to other implicit an-
notation efforts. For example, Kishimoto et al. (2018)
report an F1 of .51 on crowdsourced annotations of im-
plicit relations; Hoek et al. (2021) report a κ of .58
on expert annotations of implicits; and Demberg et al.
(2019) find that PDTB and RST-DT annotators agree
on 37% of implicit relations.
Of all aggregation measures evaluated in the current
study, the majority distribution measure shows highest
agreement with the reference labels in terms of inter-
section kappa, and the CrowdTruth distribution mea-

sure in terms of F1. Given that the latter assigned fewer
senses on average than the majority-distribution mea-
sure, the CrowdTruth distribution measure can be con-
sidered a competitive measure.
Naturally, the more senses per label that the aggregated
measures have, the higher the chance of agreement.
This means that the chosen threshold impacts the agree-
ment statistic. Here, we have chosen a relatively low
threshold of 20%. To evaluate the impact of thresh-
old, we also compared the intersection kappa agree-
ment with the reference label for measures at various
other increments. Agreement indeed declines when the
threshold is raised: at a threshold of 40%, both distri-
bution measures show an agreement of κ=.57 with the
reference. For future studies, efforts should evaluate
the trade-off between accuracy and number of included
senses per label to determine an optimal threshold.
Figure 2 presents the distribution of the three most fre-
quent reference relation senses across the single label
measures. For ease of comparison, this figure again
contains the single CrowdTruth labels. The visualiza-
tion shows that the IRT label tends to overcorrect for
CONJUNCTION. In other words, we again see that IRT
penalizes frequent senses more because it assumes bi-
ases in the data. This is not always desired, as in the
case of CONJUNCTION relations.
Another observation that can be made from Figure
2 is that when the measures disagree with the refer-
ence label, all three often prefer a closely related la-
bel. For example, when the reference label is PRECE-
DENCE, the other measures at times prefer CONJUNC-
TION or RESULT, but not ARG2-AS-DETAIL or ARG2-
AS-INSTANCE. Hence, even when the aggregated la-
bels disagree with the reference labels, the provided la-
bels are relatively similar. This is a positive result and
supports the reliability of the method.

4.3. Distribution of implicit relations in
various genres

To get a better understanding of the differences be-
tween the genres, we look at the distribution of the
discourse relations in the data. Figure 3 presents the
distribution across the three genres for the eight most
frequent relation senses in the data.
There are clear differences in the distributions. First,
we see that CONJUNCTION is more prevalent in
Wikipedia text than in other genres. This was expected,
given that Wikipedia texts typically presents facts about
a single topic.
Second, we can see that there are more PRECEDENCE
relations in literature than in other genres. Again, this
was expected, given that books tend to contain a se-
quence of events in chronological order. Note that we
had excluded relation candidates that contained nar-
rated speech, and so the actual proportion of temporal
relations in novels is likely even higher. Also notice-
able is that Europarl is characterized by a very low pro-
portion of temporal relations.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the three most frequent reference labels across the single label measures.

Figure 3: Distribution of the most frequent relation
senses across genres; labels from the majority-single
measure.

Third, Figure 3 shows that RESULT relations tend to oc-
cur more in Europarl than in other genres. We had ex-
pected a higher proportion of REASON relations in this
genre, but the dominance of RESULT relations is not
surprising; it simply reflects a different order of causal
arguments. Looking at REASON relations, we do not
find a particularly high proportion in the Europarl data.
However, we can see that there is a very low proportion
of REASON relations in the Wikipedia data. This can
be attributed to the encyclopedic nature of the texts.
What we can conclude from this overview is that re-
lation distributions are very different between genres.
This highlights the importance of taking genre effects
into consideration in discourse analyses.

4.4. Descriptive data for the methodology
A total of 3,426 unique insertions were provided by
participants in the first step. These could be mapped to

325 entries in the connective bank. For example, “be-
cause”, “becuase” and “becaue” were all mapped to the
same entry in the connective bank: “because”. 6.8% of
the first step insertions could not be mapped to a con-
nective in the connective bank. These instances were
“new” typo’s that were not encountered during exten-
sive pretesting, connectives followed or preceded by
additional content words (e.g., “yet we may say that”),
or other, non-connective insertions (e.g., “which”). In
such cases, participants were presented with a default
list, which allowed us to recover an annotated label. Fi-
nally, participants indicated that none of the provided
connectives fit to describe the relation for 3.3% of the
responses in the second step. These numbers all con-
verge with the Results obtained in Yung et al. (2019),
further supporting the robustness of the method.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have presented DiscoGeM, a crowdsourced cor-
pus of genre-mixed implicit discourse relations. It is
equipped with several variations of annotated labels, of
which we recommend to use CrowdTruth’s soft label or
the majority single label, if a single label is preferred.

The corpus can be useful for various research purposes.
First, the data can be used to improve the accuracy of
implicit relation parsers on different genres, given that
the results show that genres differ from each other in
the associated sense distributions for implicit relations.
Another interesting line of research could be to exploit
the translation aspect of the corpus by studying how the
corpus can contribute to transfer learning in discourse
classification tasks (e.g., train on English translated text
and test on original text) (Long et al., 2020).

Further, we release annotator-level annotations and
meta-data such as annotator quality based on IRT and
CrowdTruth, to allow researchers to further study the
effect of annotator noise on the resulting labels. This
data can be used to, for example, filter presumably
noisy data and train on the remaining data.
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